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WIMP Miracle ?

• DM is in thermal equilibrium for T > mDM.

• For nDM < T,  DM is no more created

• DM is still annihilating for mDM < T for a while...

• DM is also diluted by the cosmic expansion

• DM cannot find each other and stop 
annihilating at some point

• DM number in comoving volume is frozen

Thermal equilibrium 
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Increasing ⟨σv⟩

ΩDMh2 ≃ 0.1 ×
!

10−9 GeV−2

⟨σv⟩

"
DM abundance (for s-wave annihilation)

Abundance depends on the DM mass through <σv>.

⟨σv⟩ ∼
g2

8π ( 1
TeV )

2

TeV scale physics !



Baryon-DM coincidence Problem…

Baryon-DM coincidence ?

ΩDM  :  Ωb     =    5  :   1 
close with each other…

ex) neutrino-DM : ΩDM  :  Ων (Σmν=0.06eV)     =    200  :   1 

If it were not for Baryogenesis, baryon should have annihilated…

ΩDM  :  Ωb (no-asymmetry) =  1 : 10-10

DM mass density is given by

ΩDM  ∝ mDM nDM 

→  mDM is independent of mp,n . nDM should be adjusted appropriately.

Baryon-DM coincidence = conspiracy between nDM and Baryogenesis ?

Ωb  (with asymmetry) = 0.02 ( η / 10-9 )

η = ( nB - nB ̅ )/ nγ



 Asymmetric Dark Matter

[e.g. 1990 Barr Chivukula, Farhi ] .

If nDM is also given by the baryon asymmetry, η x nγ, 

ΩB /  ΩDM     =    O(1)

is naturally explained for mDM ~ mp,n

→ Asymmetric Dark Matter 

Concrete Set Up  [1805.0687 Kamada, Kobayashi, Nakano MI]: 

Baryogenesis = Leptogenesis

Dark Sector Shares B-L symmetry with the SM via

By assuming spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, we expect that the lightest mesons
are pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone modes, i.e., dark pions. The dark pions obtain masses of
m⇡0 = O(

p
m1, 2⇤QCD0). Dark baryons carry a B � L charge and the lightest ones are good

ADM candidates. In this paper, we assume that dark baryons with the lowest spin are
lighter than those with higher spins, while the detailed mass spectrum does not change the
following discussion qualitatively. The annihilation cross section of dark baryons into dark
mesons is quite large due to the strong dynamics, with which the symmetric part of relic
DM is negligibly small [19–23]. As a result, the DM abundance is naturally dominated by
the asymmetric component.

In our scenario, we assume that B � L asymmetry is generated by thermal leptogenesis
when the cosmic temperature is around the right-handed neutrino mass MR & 1010GeV [14–
16]. The right-handed neutrinos couple to the SM particles via

LN-SM =
1

2
MRN̄RN̄R + yNHLN̄R + h.c. , (2)

where H and L denote the SM Higgs and lepton doublets, respectively. We remark that MR

encapsulates the e↵ects of spontaneous breaking of B � L with a B � L charge of �2.
Then, part of B � L asymmetry is propagated into the dark sector through the portal

interaction,

LB�L portal =
1

Mn
⇤
ODOSM + h.c. , (3)

where OD (OSM) is a B�L charged and dark (SM) gauge neutral operator consisting of the
dark (SM) sector fields. Here, M⇤ denotes a portal scale with n+4 being the mass dimension
of the operator. We remark that in our setup the portal operator generally carries a B � L

charge of �2m and M
n
⇤ ⇠ M

m
R M

0n�m
⇤ with M

0
⇤ encapsulating some new physics at the scale

above MR. B � L neutral portal operators (m = 0) were considered in the literature (e.g.,
Refs. [24, 25]).

The portal interaction eventually decouples around

TD ⇠ M⇤

✓
M⇤

MPL

◆1/(2n�1)

, (4)

where MPL ' 2.4 ⇥ 1018GeV denotes the reduced Planck scale. Then, B � L number is
conserved independently in the SM sector and in the dark sector, making DM particle quasi-
stable up to the portal interaction. Decay through the portal interaction is suppressed by
powers of ⇤QCD0/M⇤. In ADM with strong annihilation, the DM mass is determined by the
ratio of B � L asymmetry between the DM and SM sectors ADM/ASM as

mDM ' 5GeV ⇥
30ASM

97ADM
, (5)

where we used the ratio between between ASM and the baryon asymmetry observed today,
ASM/AB = 97/30 [26].

In the composite model, the e↵ective number of massless degrees of freedom in the dark
sector is sizable in the early Universe. Thus, if some dark pions are stable, they overclose
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( NR  : right-handed neutrino, MR > 1010 GeV )

OSM : Neutral (other than B-L) consisting of SM fields.
ODM : Neutral (other than B-L) consisting of DM fields.



T ~ MR
Leptogenesis

B-L asymmetry in  SM + Dark sector 

TD ~ 
 M* (M*/MPL)1/(2n-1)

ηSM = ASM ηB-L 

ηDM = ADM ηB-L

( ASM + ADM = 1 )

ηSM = ASM ηB-L 

TEW ~100GeV

ηDM = ADM ηB-L 

ηB = AB ηB-L ηL = AL ηB-L ηDM = ADM ηB-L

(  AB / ASM = 30/97 )

nB  = ηB nγ  →  nDM = (ADM / AB ) nB  =  (ADM/ASM )  (ASM/AB ) nB

ΩDM = (mDM/mp)  (ADM/ASM )  (ASM/AB ) ΩB 

mDM  = 5 mp  (30/97 ) (ASM/ADM ) x  (ΩDM /5ΩB)
( Model dependent but O(1) )

 Asymmetric Dark Matter



Implicit assumption

Annihilation of symmetric component of DM is very efficient !
→ DM has very large annihilation cross section like p + p̅ .

→ This is achieved DM is a composite state of dark strong dynamics !

Light degrees of freedom of dark sector.  

σv ~ 4π / mDM 2 

Final states of the DM annihilation ?

Fate of the light degrees of freedom of dark sector ?
It seems OK that if they are massless….

→ too much contribution to dark radiation 
(We assume strong dark dynamics which has sizable degrees freedom)

We need to have DARK STRONG DYNAMICS and a PORTAL to SM !

Composit Asymmetric Dark Matter

pD + p̄D → πD + πD

Dark 
Sector

Visible 
Sector



The simplest model  = Mirror Copy of QCD (= dark QCD) with dark QED.

SU(3)D B � L U(1)D
Q1 3 qB�L 2/3

Q̄1 3̄ �qB�L -2/3

Q2 3 qB�L -1/3

Q̄2 3̄ �qB�L 1/3

TABLE I: The charge assignment of the minimal model for Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. The QED0 charges
are assigned so that one of the dark baryon becomes neutral.

the Universe or contribute to the e↵ective number of neutrino degrees of freedom Ne↵ too
much, depending on their masses [27]. In this paper, we introduce a U(1)D gauge dynamics
QED0, under which d. As dark quarks are charged under U(1)D, dark mesons annihilate
into dark photons.

We assume that dark photon obtains a mass m�0 by the Higgs mechanism in the dark
sector and has kinetic mixing with SM photon:

LA0�A =
✏

2
Fµ⌫F

0µ⌫ +
1

2
m

2
�0A

0
µA

0µ
, (6)

where F and F
0 are the field strengths of SM photon A and dark photon A

0, respectively.
Dark photon decays into SM particles through kinetic mixing with SM photon ✏ with the
rate of

��0 = Nch
1

3
✏
2
↵m�0 ' 0.3 s⇥Nch

⇣
✏

10�10

⌘2 ⇣ m�0

100MeV

⌘
. (7)

Here, ↵ denotes the QED fine-structure constant. If dark photon decays only into electron
and positron, Nch = 1.

To make the above thermal history available, we arrange the masses as

2⇥me < m�0 < m⇡0 < mDM , (8)

where me denotes the electron mass. If the mixing parameter ✏ is too small, the entropy of
the dark sector is not released to the SM sector e�ciently, which results in too much dark
radiation. As dark baryon charged under U(1)D interacts with SM proton via dark photon
exchange, direct detection experiments provide upper bounds on ✏. In the next section,
we will identify a viable parameter region of (m�0 , ✏) by taking the following model as an
example.

A. Nc = 3 case

As we find the minimal model with Nc = 2 and Nf = 2 rather subtle as shown in
appendixA, here, let us consider the case with Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. In Table I, we show the
charge assignment of dark quarks. As the QCD0 and QED0 charge assignment is parallel to
the SM one, it is apparently free from quantum anomalies and we can use the analogy to

4

Dark QCD eventually exhibits confinement at O(1-10) GeV.

We only need at least two-flavor to allow dark QED along with B-L .QCD.1 In this case, dark pions are

⇡
00
/ Q1Q̄1 �Q2Q̄2 , ⇡

0+
/ Q1Q̄2 , ⇡

0�
/ Q2Q̄1 , (9)

and dark baryons are

p
0
/ Q1Q1Q2 , p̄

0
/ Q̄1Q̄1Q̄2 , n

0
/ Q1Q2Q2 , n̄

0
/ Q̄1Q̄2Q̄2 . (10)

We summarize hadron mass formulas in appendixB. We emphasize that the QED0 charge
assignment in Table I is the unique choice (up to trivial normalization) that makes one of
the dark baryon neutral and allows the following portal interaction.

The lowest dimensional portal interaction is given by

LN-D =
1

M 02
⇤
(Q̄1Q̄2Q̄2)N̄R + h.c. , (11)

which requires qB�L = 1/3. Below the mass scale of MR, the above portal interaction results
in an e↵ective interaction,

LB�L portal =
yN

M 02
⇤ MR

(Q̄1Q̄2Q̄2)LH + h.c. , (12)

and hence, M⇤ in Eq. (3) should be identified as (M 02
⇤ MR/yN)1/3.

We assume that TD is below the right-handed neutrino mass scale and is above the
decoupling temperature of the Sphaleron process. The ratio of the B � L asymmetries
between the dark and SM sectors is given by [25],

ADM

ASM
=

44

237
. (13)

It leads to mDM = 8.5GeV [see Eq. (5)], for which we take ⇤QCD0 ⇠ 10 ⇥ ⇤QCD with
⇤QCD ⇠ 200MeV denoting the QCD scale. By arranging m1 and m2, one can take dark
neutron lighter or heavier than dark proton. We consider a dark pion mass ofO(10–100)MeV
or larger since the dark photon mass is in this range as we will see in the next section. We
assume that the n

0-p0 mass di↵erence, mn0 � mp0 = O(m1,2) (see appendix B)), is smaller
than the dark pion mass, m⇡0 = O(

p
m1, 2⇤QCD0).

The portal interaction in Eq. (12) leads to decay of dark neutron into dark pion and SM
neutrino. Neutrino flux measurements by the Super-Kamiokande (SK) collaboration bound
the portal scale from below as M⇤ & 108.5 GeV [25] (see also Ref. [32]). Dark proton property
depends on the charge of the U(1)D Higgs boson HD. For charge �2, the Z2 subgroup of
U(1)D remains unbroken, with which ⇡

0± becomes stable and p
0 becomes quasi-stable up

to the portal interaction. Since m⇡0 > mn0 � mp0 , n0 is also quasi-stable up to the portal
interaction. In the following, we consider this case for the sake of simplicity of the analysis,
although the case with charge �1 can also be viable as discussed in appendix C.

1 As it turned out, our model has a similarity to models based on the idea of the mirror matter [28–31]. In

such scenarios, mirror baryons are DM candidates, although mirror photon is massless.
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Dark Matter = Dark baryons  
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such scenarios, mirror baryons are DM candidates, although mirror photon is massless.

5

Dark pions annihilate/decay into dark photons

(ASM/ADM )  = 237/(22NF)  →   mDM  = 8GeV (2/NF)

Composit Asymmetric Dark Matter



Fate of dark photon ?

Coupling to the QED through kinetic mixing 

SU(3)D B � L U(1)D
Q1 3 qB�L 2/3

Q̄1 3̄ �qB�L -2/3

Q2 3 qB�L -1/3

Q̄2 3̄ �qB�L 1/3

TABLE I: The charge assignment of the minimal model for Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. The QED0 charges
are assigned so that one of the dark baryon becomes neutral.

the Universe or contribute to the e↵ective number of neutrino degrees of freedom Ne↵ too
much, depending on their masses [27]. In this paper, we introduce a U(1)D gauge dynamics
QED0, under which d. As dark quarks are charged under U(1)D, dark mesons annihilate
into dark photons.

We assume that dark photon obtains a mass m�0 by the Higgs mechanism in the dark
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A. Nc = 3 case

As we find the minimal model with Nc = 2 and Nf = 2 rather subtle as shown in
appendixA, here, let us consider the case with Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. In Table I, we show the
charge assignment of dark quarks. As the QCD0 and QED0 charge assignment is parallel to
the SM one, it is apparently free from quantum anomalies and we can use the analogy to
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Dark photon decays into SM fermions [ dark Higgs mechanism ]
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much, depending on their masses [27]. In this paper, we introduce a U(1)D gauge dynamics
QED0, under which d. As dark quarks are charged under U(1)D, dark mesons annihilate
into dark photons.

We assume that dark photon obtains a mass m�0 by the Higgs mechanism in the dark
sector and has kinetic mixing with SM photon:
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Here, ↵ denotes the QED fine-structure constant. If dark photon decays only into electron
and positron, Nch = 1.

To make the above thermal history available, we arrange the masses as

2⇥me < m�0 < m⇡0 < mDM , (8)

where me denotes the electron mass. If the mixing parameter ✏ is too small, the entropy of
the dark sector is not released to the SM sector e�ciently, which results in too much dark
radiation. As dark baryon charged under U(1)D interacts with SM proton via dark photon
exchange, direct detection experiments provide upper bounds on ✏. In the next section,
we will identify a viable parameter region of (m�0 , ✏) by taking the following model as an
example.

A. Nc = 3 case

As we find the minimal model with Nc = 2 and Nf = 2 rather subtle as shown in
appendixA, here, let us consider the case with Nc = 3 and Nf = 2. In Table I, we show the
charge assignment of dark quarks. As the QCD0 and QED0 charge assignment is parallel to
the SM one, it is apparently free from quantum anomalies and we can use the analogy to
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→ QED charged particles (e.g. electron) couple to the dark photon !

L  =  ϵ  A’μ  jQED μ

If ϵ is too large → dark photon produced at beam dump experiments ! 

If ϵ is too small → fail to transfer entropy from the DM sector  
                                                                                                     to the SM sector.
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Constraints on dark photon  ( NF =2  —>  mDM = 8.5GeV)

decay after ν-decoupling

Too m
uch dark photon 

below
 ν-decoupling

sectors. Then we study the SIDM event spectrum in the light of SuperCDMS, LUX, and DAMA,
taking into account realistic efficiency and energy resolution of the detectors. Considering both the
time-average and modulated event rates, we show that direct detection experiments can potentially
distinguish SIDM from WIMPs.

In the remainder of this work, we first present a simple particle physics model for SIDM, and
discuss basics of DM direct detection in Sec. II. Our results are presented in Sec. III. Lastly, we
conclude in Sec. IV.

II. PARTICLE PHYSICS MODEL AND DIRECT DETECTION RATE

A. Particle physics model

We assume that the DM particle X , either a Dirac fermion or a complex scalar, interacts with the
vector mediator � of a dark U(1)X gauge interaction. In the non-relativistic limit, self-interactions
between DM particles can be described by a Yukawa potential [11, 26–32]

V (r) = ±
↵X

r
e�m�r , (1)

where ↵X ⌘ gX/(4⇡) is the fine structure constant in the dark sector and m� is the mediator mass.
We fix ↵X = 0.01, motivated by the value of the electromagnetic fine structure constant in the SM.
We also focus on the case of asymmetric SIDM in which only DM X , and not its anti-particle,
is present in DM halos. Hence, DM self-scattering is purely repulsive and the “+” sign of the
Yukawa interaction in Eq. (1) must be considered.

In general, the dark sector can couple to the SM through the kinetic mixing ✏� �µ⌫F µ⌫ [33],
where ✏� is the mixing parameter, and �µ⌫ and F µ⌫ are the field strength of the mediator � and
of the photon, respectively. The mixing induces a coupling of � to SM fermions f at O(✏�) upon
diagonalization: ✏�e

P
f Qf f̄�µf�µ, where Qf denotes the electric charge (in units of e) of the

SM fermions. In this case, direct detection signals of SIDM arise from DM-proton scattering via
� exchange. Our analysis can be easily generalized to other cases such as �-Z mixing portal, or
Higgs portal for a scalar mediator [18]. Notice however that all these models have similar phe-
nomenology at direct detection experiments; the main difference being that for the kinetic mixing
case the DM interacts dominantly with protons, for the Z-mixing case mostly with neutrons, and
for the Higgs portal case equally with protons and neutrons.

The differential cross section for DM-nucleus scattering is [18, 24]

d�XT

dq2
=

4⇡↵em↵X✏2�Z
2

(q2 +m2
�)

2

1

v2
F 2
T (q

2) , (2)

where ↵em = 1/137 is the SM fine structure constant, Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, q
is the momentum transfer, v is the speed of the DM particle in the nucleus rest frame and FT (q2)
is the nuclear form factor related to the charge density in the nucleus [34, 35]. The nuclear recoil
energy ER is related to the momentum transfer and the nuclear mass mT by q =

p
2mTER.

To investigate the signal spectrum of SIDM in SIDM-nucleus scattering, we choose four bench-
mark models as shown in Table I. Also shown in Table I are the typical values of the momentum
transfer for recoils off xenon (relevant for LUX) and germanium (relevant for SuperCDMS) of
a DM particle with typical speed in Earth’s frame v� = 232 km/s, q ⇡

p
2µTv� with µT the

DM-nucleus reduced mass. While smaller values of the momentum transfer are always possible
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Dark proton DM  couples to the Nucleons !

Direct Detection Constraints 
(nuclear scattering)
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Summary

Asymmetric DM is very well motivated DM in view of the baryon-DM  
coincidence problem. 

Models seem to need a DARK PHOTON  

 → Direct detection experiments aiming at O(1)GeV DM is 
       very important !! 
   (not only nuclear scattering but also electron scattering!)

 Asymmetric DM in our model decays into the SM anti-neutrino.

nD → πD + ν̄
From SK constraint on the anti-neutrino :  τ > 1020 sec.

[1411.4014. Fukuda, Matsumoto, Mukhopadhyay]

Dark pion decay could lead to O(100)MeV gamma-ray flux? 
(work in progress)


